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“… an old vinyl lp, hidden behind piles of other records. An old gramophone issuing
unusual frequencies …”

The Hi Life Connection, founded in 2001 by Guido Mignone aka Master Kush (a
producer ever since careful of the study of music and of the international scene),
and Dj B-Ras is an “Open Music Project” believing in music as an instrument of
unity and global communication without “labels” or frontiers.
After nearly two years from GLOBAL NATION, the HI LIFE CONNECTION is back
on the musical market presenting RADIO ORCHESTRA Vol.I, a six-piece ep on
sale on all the major digital stores. Anticipated by two successful singles released

in the last few weeks (VIP and BACK TO AFRICA), this ep has kept the audience
waiting and then fascinating them thanks to its musicality, unique in its genre.
HipHop, Reggae,BreakBeat, Dub, Pop

and Reggamuffin are only some of the

sound nuances proposed in RADIO ORCHETRA Vol.I.
Musicians

of different origins and backgrounds have joined to give birth to a

spectacular play of styles and savours. The London Club is mixed with the Brasilian
taste and flows into the delicacy of Italian lyric opera, giving amusement in line with
the most exacting dancefloors and

creating a grandiose Italy-UK connection.

RADIO ORCHESTRA Vol.I is a proper cultural contamination. It is renowned Black
Music, rich in themes and reflections.
Underground, but with a sound refinement especially conceived and guaranteed by
a great number of orchestra instruments (strings, brass, violins, bass tubas,
trombones, guitars). The themes tell of life and everyday happenings. They are the
fruit of o the various experiences of the artists themselves, of their dreams and of
their fears.
In Italy as in England, RADIO ORCHESTRA Vol.I has neither colour nor form. It has
no definition, no “label”. It is simply music, energy and harmony. It is a product of
value with enormous potentialities. It is fresh, stimulating, fascinating. It is
masterpiece of contemporary music capable of satisfying whatever listener.
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